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Littleton, CO – 17 year old Baseball player, Brady Hoos died from seizure on March 31,
2023

Dakota Ridge High School baseball player Brady Hoos died unexpectedly on March 31, 2023,
after suffering a seizure (click here) (click here)

Pana,  IL  –  13 year  old Samuel  Hackler  collapsed at  track practice from
seizure and died on March 31, 2023
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He had suffered a seizure at  track practice with Pana Junior  High School’s  track team and
died at the Pana Community Hospital (click here)

Sacramento, CA – 22 year old Thomas Wentworth Berkey died from a seizure
on March 5, 2023

https://parentheartwatch.org/pana-mourns-student-who-never-knew-a-stranger/
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Thomas suffered a seizure on Dec.19, 2022 which stopped his heart for 10-15 minutes. He
never recovered & died on Mar. 5, 2023. His family was pro COVID-19 vaccination.

Lafayette, LA – 24 year old Mackenzie Gallagher died from a seizure on Feb.
26, 2023
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Bismarck, ND – 37 year old Cody Allen Bruner died of a seizure on Feb. 7,
2023

Cody Bruner was found face down in the snow from a seizure. He was in an induced coma
and put on a ventilator. He died four days later.

Providence, RI – 25 year old nursing student Shirley Seri had a seizure on
January 15, 2023 and was placed in a medically induced coma.

Image credit: Vance Murphy

She has been a nursing student at NEIT since 2019, and in 2021, NEIT required COVID-19
vaccinations for students for the Fall 2021 term (click here)

Grand Rapids, MI – 24 year old professional surfer Kalani David died after
having a seizure while surfing in Costa Rica on Sep. 17, 2022 (click here)

https://twitter.com/vancemurphy/status/1621358249558810624
https://www.neit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/COVID-19-Vaccine-Press-Release.pdf
https://www.legacy.com/news/celebrity-deaths/kalani-david-2022-professional-surfer-and-skateboarder/
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Concord, NC – 20 year old baseball player Caitlyn Victoria Gable died in her
sleep on Aug. 9, 2022 

Image credit: Vance Murphy

Her death was called “Sudden unexpected death among epileptic persons” or “SUDEP”,
even though she was “extremely healthy, strong physically and had epilepsy controlled with
medication”.

https://twitter.com/vancemurphy/status/1623909309938823170
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She was also “up to date with all her shots”.

43 year  old Dr.Bret  Stetka,  editor  of  Medscape,  died unexpectedly of  a
seizure at home on Aug. 6, 2022

Dr.  Bret  Stetka  was  a  believer  in  mRNA technology.  Not  only  was  he  fully  COVID-19
vaccinated, but his last Twitter post before he died was of him getting his 1 year old
daughter mRNA vaccinated (click here)

What the studies say… 

A German study reported in Sep.2021 looked at 54 patients with epilepsy who had COVID-19
vaccines (click here)

Shockingly,  33% reported  negative  effects  after  COVID-19  vaccination  (headache,  fatigue,
fever), 1 reported increased seizure frequency and 1 reported a new seizure type.

A Mexican study reported in Aug.2022 documented 53 cases of seizures post COVID-19
vaccination, 60% of which were new onset seizures. (click here) They put the incidence rate
of seizures highest for Moderna with 2.7 per million, and Pfizer with 1.0 per million.

An analysis of VAERS reported in May 2022 put the incidence rate of seizures at 32 per
million per year and 35x higher compared to influenza vaccines! (click here)

https://www.hollywoodlanews.com/medscape-editor-unexpectedly-dead/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1525505021004200
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/epi.17390
https://bpspubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/bcp.15415
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My Take…

The  fact  that  COVID-19  vaccines  have  a  35x  higher  rate  of  causing  seizures  than  flu
vaccines,  tells  you  there  is  a  serious  safety  problem  here.

We now know that the spike protein accumulates in the brain and causes inflammation and
brain damage. The question is, how much of the COVID-19 vaccinated population is affected
by spike protein brain damage?

I suspect COVID-19 vaccine induced neurological injuries will follow a similar pattern we saw
with  myocarditis,  where  health  officials  significantly  downplayed  the  risk,  which  we  now
know  is  several  orders  of  magnitude  higher  than  initially  claimed.

I believe COVID-19 vaccine induced seizures will be one of these under-estimated problems.
Along with aneurysms,  brain bleeds,  hemorrhagic strokes,  ischemic strokes,  aggressive
brain cancers and much more.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share button above. Follow us on Instagram and Twitter
and  subscribe  to  our  Telegram Channel.  Feel  free  to  repost  and  share  widely  Global
Research articles.

Dr.  William Makis  is  a  Canadian  physician  with  expertise  in  Radiology,  Oncology  and
Immunology. Governor General’s Medal, University of Toronto Scholar. Author of 100+ peer-
reviewed medical publications.
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by Michel Chossudovsky

Michel Chossudovsky reviews in detail how this insidious project “destroys people’s lives”.
He  provides  a  comprehensive  analysis  of  everything  you  need  to  know  about  the
“pandemic” — from the medical  dimensions to the economic and social  repercussions,
political underpinnings, and mental and psychological impacts.

“My  objective  as  an  author  is  to  inform people  worldwide  and  refute  the  official  narrative
which has been used as a justification to destabilize the economic and social fabric of entire
countries, followed by the imposition of the “deadly” COVID-19 “vaccine”. This crisis affects
humanity in its entirety: almost 8 billion people. We stand in solidarity with our fellow
human beings and our children worldwide. Truth is a powerful instrument.”
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Price: $11.50 Get yours for FREE! Click here to download.

We encourage you to support the eBook project by making a donation through Global
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